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Abstract: Low bar spacing trash racks have been widely investigated in order to guide fish toward
bypasses. In addition to this biological function, the formulae to predict head losses, for hydropower
plants, are still being discussed. This paper investigates and models the global head losses generated
by inclined trash racks with six different bar shapes and two different supports, in an open channel
for six angles and two low bar spacings. The girders that supported the trash racks were U-shaped
and different profile shapes. In addition to the previously studied rectangular and “hydrodynamic”
bars, four new bar shapes, combining different leading and trailing edges, were investigated. Water
depths were measured upstream and downstream of the rack for each configuration, and head
loss coefficients were characterized and modeled. Three of these new bar shapes generated lower
head losses than the hydrodynamic bar shape. The most efficient bar profile reduced the shape
coefficient by 40% compared to the hydrodynamic profile and by 67% compared to the conventional
rectangular profile. Concerning the supports, the use of a profiled girder to replace a conventional
U-shaped girder also significantly reduced the head losses. The addition of the girder effect in a
global formula increased its accuracy in predicting head losses of inclined trash racks upstream of
hydropower plants.
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1. Introduction

Hydropower plants are increasingly requested to include fish protection devices to limit the
damages related to fish passage through the turbines, notably in Europe according to the Water
Framework Directive (2000/60/CE). In this context, numerous studies have been done on downstream
fish migration to ensure the right fish guidance towards bypasses and to optimize the energy loss due
to these structures [1–4]. In particular, inclined and low bar spacing trash racks can be an efficient
solution as evidenced by the high rates of safe fish transfer already achieved at several sites [5,6].
Concerning the prediction of head loss across the trash racks, the models are still progressing [7–9].
The hydraulic state is dependent on the bar profile, spacing, angle of orientation or inclination, and
approach velocity [10]. With the aim of enhancing the existing formulation, which predicts the head
losses in the case of inclined racks, this study investigates the contribution of two elements: the bar
profiles and the transverse girders. At a low head hydropower plant, conventional trash racks installed
to protect the turbines generally present large bar spacings (higher than 50 mm) and a rectangular bar
profile. Achievement of fish friendliness requires now to reduce the bar spacing (equal to or lower than
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20 mm) and consequently raises the issue of head losses and clogging. This is why new bar profiles,
with more or less hydrodynamic shapes, have recently been proposed by manufacturers to lower the
head losses.

The effect of the bar shape is generally represented by a shape factor (K) representing the
contribution of a given bar profile in the head loss formulae. Several studies like Mosonyi (1966),
Zimmermann (1969), and Meusburger (2001) used the coefficients defined by Kirschmer [11–14]).
Clark (2010) and Raynal (2013) defined their own coefficients [4,15], and Spangler (1929), Idelcik (1979),
and Escande (1947) integrated the effect of bar shape into charts [16–18].

Conventional trash racks are also generally almost vertical and perpendicular to the flow direction.
For the fish guidance toward the bypasses, it is now recommended to incline or angle the racks. In
the case of inclined racks, the size and the number of transversal elements (spacers between bars and
girders) have increased to support the rack correctly. However, the effect of these transversal elements
on head losses is still unexplored and poorly taken into account, or even ignored in existing formulae.
The supports have been mostly tested in the case of structural designs. In fact, Scruton [19] studied the
effect of wind in various shapes including the U and profiled shapes. The effect of these structures as
support girders in hydrodynamic flows has not been studied until now, in particular as a component
of trash racks. This paper aims to model the effect of different elements of trash racks, such as bar
shapes and transversal supports, on head losses in hydrodynamic flows.

The first section presents the setup where the experiments were conducted and the methodology
of the modeling. The second part focuses on the results for each of the addressed purposes of the
study: the bar shapes and the supports. The models are then presented. The last part sums up the
main findings.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted in the 1 m wide, 1 m deep, and 12 m long, open channel of
the Pprime Institute of PVC bed and glassed side walls (Figure 1). A weir at the outlet of the flume
served to adjust the head water. For this study, the upstream water depth (H1) was fixed at 0.7 m
for the angles equal to or higher than 35◦ and at 0.42 m and 0.67 m for, respectively, the angles of
15◦ and 25◦. The maximum flow rate was adjusted between 0.29 and 0.5 m3 s−1 to obtain the same
approach velocity (V1) equal to 0.72 m s−1 (Table 1).

According to previous studies [7,20], the head loss coefficient is invariable for a Reynolds number
higher than 3000 and for a Froude number higher than 0.1. In our experiments, the Froude number
(Fr = V1√

gH1
with g the acceleration of gravity) varied between 0.27 and 0.35, and the Reynolds number

due to the bars based on the bar thickness (b) (Reb = V1b
ν with ν the water kinetic viscosity) varied

between 3600 and 8640.
The trash racks were composed of three elements (Figure 2): the bars, the spacers, and the support

elements. Six bar profiles were tested: Droplet, Plétina, Tadpole 8, Tadpole 10, and the hydrodynamic
(PH) and rectangular (PR) shapes by Raynal were described in [4]. The different bar profiles are
depicted in Figure 3, and their respective parameters are listed in Table 2. The lateral supports, which
had the same thickness, were U and profiled shapes (Figure 4).

Figure 1. Open flow channel at the Pprime Institute.



Table 1. Hydraulic (Q, H1, V1, Re, Fr) and trash rack (e, β) parameters.

Parameters Values Units

Bar spacing e 17.2/18.2/20.2/27.8/28.8/30.8 (mm)
Angle of inclination β 15/25/35/45/60/90 (◦)

Discharge Q 0.29/0.48/0.5 (m3s−1)
Upstream water depth H1 0.42/0.67/0.7 (m)

Approach velocity V1 0.72 (ms−1)
Reynolds number 720,000 (-)

Bar-Reynolds number 3600/5760/7200/8640 (-)
Froude number 0.27/0.28/0.35 (-)

Figure 2. Trash rack components (bars, spacers, transversal supports, and longitudinal supports) and
tested bar shapes.

Figure 3. Bar shapes dimensions: thickness (b) and depth (p).



Figure 4. Transversal support dimensions: U-shaped on the left and profiled shapes on the right,
placed in front of the spacers.

Table 2. Bar parameters (b,p) for the different bar shapes (Droplet, Plétina, Tadpole 8, Tadpole 10,
hydrodynamic, rectangular).

Bar Shape Maximum Thickness b (mm) Depth p (mm) e/b (-)

Droplet 10 80 2/3.1
Plétina 12 60 1.4/2.3

Tadpole 8 8 60 2.3/3.6
Tadpole 10 10 80 1.8/2.9

Hydrodynamic 5 40 1/2/3/4
Rectangular 5 40 1/2/3/4

Each bar shape was tested with spacers of two diameters (21.2 mm/31.8 mm) resulting in a bar
spacing depending on their dimension: for Droplet (20.2 mm/30.8 mm), Plétina (17.2 mm/27.8 mm),
Tadpole 8 (18.2 mm/28.8 mm), and Tadpole 10 (18.2 mm/28.8 mm).

2.2. Measurements

The water depth measurements were carried out using 4 ultrasonic water surface gauges
(Microsonic Mic 35). They were respectively placed at 2 m (H

′
1) and at 1 m (H1) upstream and

at 2.6 m (H2) and at 3.6 m (H
′
2) downstream of the trash rack, with respect to the upstream extremity

of the trash rack at x = 0 (Figure 5). H
′
1 and H

′
2 were used to validate the measurements. These

positions were identical to those used in previous studies [20]. The water level measurements
consisted of 60 s recordings at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The water depth uncertainty was
calculated with the index of [21]. First, several measurement sources of error were identified such as:
the sensors’ calibration, the sensors’ support installation, the channel width measurement, and the
flow rate measurement. Then, the head water standard uncertainty was evaluated with the law of
propagation of the uncertainties [22] and varied between 1 and 3 mm.

2.3. Calculation

The mean upstream V1 and downstream V2 velocities were calculated, giving (B) the channel
width (m) and the upstream H1 and downstream H2 water depths in Equation (1):

V =
Q

B× H
(1)

With Bernoulli’s equation, the head loss due to the trash rack ∆H was determined as presented in
Equation (2):

∆H = (H1 − H2) + (
V1

2

2g
− V2

2

2g
) + ∆H0 (2)



Given that ∆H0 =1.47 mm was the head loss measured without the trash rack in the channel,
the head loss coefficient ξ was then calculated in Equation (3):

ξ =
∆H

V1
2/(2g)

(3)

Figure 5. Location of the measurement points in the channel.

2.4. Methodology of Modeling

2.4.1. Bar Shape

The second step was to model each bar shape by a specific coefficient. Raynal et al. (2013) [20]
established a validated formula of the head losses generated by inclined trash racks explained in
Equation (4):

ξ = Ai

(
Ob

1−Ob

)1,65
sin2β + C

(
Osp,H

1−Osp,H

)0.77

(4)

Herein: Ob = Nb∗b
B : and : Osp,H = (1−Ob)

Nsp∗Dsp
H1

Herein, Ai is the bar shape coefficient (-), Ob the blockage ratio due to the bars (-), Osp,H the
blockage ratio due to the transversal spacers relative to the upstream water level (-), Nb the number of
bars (-), b the bar thickness (m), H1 the upstream water level (m), Nsp the number of spacer rows (-),
Dsp the spacer diameter (m), B the channel width (m), β the inclination angle (◦), and C =1.79 the
spacers’ shape coefficient (-). Each term of the formula is explained in Equation (5):

ξbars = Ai

(
Ob

1−Ob

)1,65
sin2 β = Ai × Kb × Kβ

ξspacers = C
(

Osp,H

1−Osp,H

)0,77

ξtotal = ξbars + ξspacers

(5)

Based on this formula, the bar coefficient is modeled by Ai. Raynal et al. (2013) [20] determined
Ai = 3.85 for rectangular bars and Ai= 2.10 for hydrodynamic bars. For each bar shape, the terms
ξspacers and ξbars were calculated according to the parameters above. Then, the head loss coefficient
due to the spacers ξspacers was subtracted from the total head loss coefficient ξtotal .



2.4.2. Support

The effect of the supports on the head losses were also modeled. The formula of Raynal et al.
(2013a) is recalled in Equation (6):

ξtotal = ξbars + ξspacers (6)

In order to model the head losses due to the supports, we subtracted the head loss coefficient with
supports from the head loss coefficient without supports. The approach was then to add the ξsupport

term to Equation (6), which models the effect of these structures on the flow. The equation becomes:

ξtotal = ξbars + ξspacers + ξsupport (7)

Then, the term ξsupport (Equation (8)) is modeled through the different parameters: the projected
support diagonal and the angle of inclination.

ξsupport = Ksupport(
Osupport

1−Osupport
)0.77

KU−support = 2.665× cos(β− 26.56) ∈ [1.13− 2.52]

KPro f iled−support = 0.5

Osupport =
Nsupport × h

H1

(8)

With h the projection of the support diagonal on the flow (m) and H1 the upstream head water
(m), KU−support and KPro f iled−support are respectively the U and the profiled shape coefficients (-),
and Osupport is the support obstruction coefficient(-).

Figure 6 explains the calculation of the projection h of the support on the flow in the two cases:

• If profiled shape, h is constant.
• If U-shaped, h = AB× sin(β) + OB× cos(β).

The angle between the diagonal and an edge of the support was equal to tan−1 ( AB
OB ) = 26.56 ◦.

The two support coefficients KU−support and KPro f iled−support were obtained from the adjustment
of measured data. The diagonal projection depended on the angle of inclination for the U-shaped
support. The profiled shape support coefficient was constant due to the same position kept in all
inclinations during the experiments.

Figure 6. Vertical projection of the support to estimate the frontal blockage.



3. Results

3.1. Effect of the Bar Profiles on Head Losses

3.1.1. Experimental Head Loss Coefficients:

The head loss coefficient was represented according to the angle of inclination
(15◦/25◦/35◦/45◦/60◦/90◦) and listed in Table A1.

Figure 7 shows that the maximum head loss coefficient increased with the angle of inclination,
from 0.4 at 15◦ to 1.4 at 90◦ for the Plétina bar shape with 17.2 mm spacing. The minimum head loss
coefficient increased with the angle of inclination, from 0.1 to 0.7 for the Tadpole 8 bar shape with
28.8 mm spacing. The trend followed by the measured points was similar between different bar shapes.
The head losses decreased with the rack angle of inclination and increased when the bar spacing
decreased. The lowest head losses were obtained for the Tadpole 8 profile. Indeed, the contraction
of the frontal surface by the progressive reduction of the bar’s width and depth contributed to the
diminution of the energy loss.

Figure 7. Comparison of measured head loss coefficients ξ for the four bar shapes ((a) for Droplet,
(b) for Plétina, (c) for Tadpole 8, (d) for Tadpole 10) and the two bar spacings for each one, as a function
of the angle of inclination β.

3.1.2. Modeled Head Loss Coefficients

A linear regression was performed between Kb × Kβ and ξbars to determine the coefficient Ai
(Figure 8).

Table 3 sums up the values of the bar coefficients obtained by the linear regression. The ξbars
increased linearly to Kb × Kβ, which allowed determining the coefficient Ai. The Droplet shape had a
coefficient equal to 2.47. The Tadpole 10, Plétina, and Tadpole 8 corresponded to coefficients of 1.79,
1.75, and 1.27, respectively. These coefficients were also compared to 3.85 for the rectangular shape
and 2.1 for the hydrodynamic shape. These tested bar shapes generated lower head losses than the
rectangular shape. The Droplet shape exhibited a slightly higher coefficient than the hydrodynamic
profile, but was still less than the rectangular shape. To conclude, Tadpole 10, Plétina, and Tadpole 8



were alternatives to diminish head losses across trash racks, respectively by 53.5%, 54.5%, and 67% to
the rectangular bar shape (Table 3).

Figure 8. Linear regression of the ξbars for the four bar shapes ((a) for Droplet, (b) for Plétina,
(c) for Tadpole 8, (d) for Tadpole 10) as a function of the Kb × Kβ.

Table 3. Bar shape coefficients of the tested profiles.

Bar Shape Droplet Plétina Tadpole 8 Tadpole 10 Hydrodynamic Rectangular

Bar coefficient Ai 2.47 1.75 1.27 1.79 2.10 3.85
ratio (%) 64.2 45.5 33 46.5 54.5 100

3.2. Effect of the Support on Head Losses

The inclined trash racks were tested with transversal supports. The first support was U-shaped,
and the second was based on a streamlined profile. The results of the corresponding measured head
loss coefficients are presented, each time with and without the supports, for two bar spacings (10 and
15 mm) and two bar shapes (rectangular (PR) and hydrodynamic (PH)), to observe the effect of
these structures and listed in Table A2.

3.2.1. Experimental Comparison with and without U-Shaped Supports

Figure 9 shows the measured head loss coefficients as a function of the angle of inclination
β(15◦/25◦/35◦/45◦/60◦/90◦) and the bar spacing e (10 mm/15 mm) for the two bar profiles
(rectangular and hydrodynamic) with and without U-shaped supports. In sum, the addition of
a single U-shaped structure multiplied the head loss coefficient by a factor of two to three and by a
factor four to six with a second support.

3.2.2. Experimental Comparison with and without the Profiled Support

Figure 10 shows the measured head loss coefficients as a function of the angle of inclination
β(15◦/25◦/35◦/45◦/60◦/90◦) and the bar spacing e (10 mm/15 mm) for the two bar profiles
(rectangular and hydrodynamic) with and without one profiled shape support, streamlined to the flow
in all rack inclinations. The influence of the profiled support resulted in a constant increase of the
head loss coefficient of the order of 0.1 to 0.2. Therefore, this impact was lower than for the U-shaped



support. This result would be modeled as an additional contribution in the formula of Raynal et al.
(2013a) [20].

Figure 9. Comparison of measured head loss coefficients ξ without, with one or two U-shaped supports
(US) for (a) PR for a bar spacing of 10, (b) PR for a bar spacing of 15, (c) PH for a bar spacing of 10, and
(d) PH for a bar spacing of 15, as a function of the angle of inclination β.

Figure 10. Comparison of measured head loss coefficients ξ with one and without the profiled shape
(PS) support for (a) PR for a bar spacing of 10, (b) PR for a bar spacing of 15, (c) PH for a bar spacing of
10, and (d) PH for a bar spacing of 15, as a function of the angle of inclination β.

3.2.3. Modeled Head Loss Coefficients

Figure 11a shows that the estimation was acceptable since the measured points agreed linearly
with the modeled points. The Pearson coefficient R2, equal to 0.81, indicated the reliability of the



results of the U-shaped support. Figure 11b proves that the model for the profiled shape support fit
the measured points with a Pearson coefficient R2 of 0.956.

Figure 11. Linear regression between the measured ξmeasured and modeled ξmodeled head loss coefficients
for (a) the U-shaped support and (b) the profiled shape support.

4. Conclusions

Head losses were investigated for fish friendly inclined trash racks in two aspects: bar shape
and support. Four bar shapes (Plétina, Tadpole 8, Tadpole 10, Droplet), in addition to two previously
studied (rectangular and hydrodynamic) and two supports (U-shaped and profiled) were tested for six
angles and two bar spacings.

The newly tested bar shapes generated lower head losses than the rectangular one, and three of
those generated lower head losses than the hydrodynamic one. The most efficient was the Tadpole
8 profile, reducing the shape coefficient by 40% compared to the hydrodynamic profile and by 67%
compared to the conventional rectangular profile. These results highlighted the interest in the widening
of the bar spacing just downstream of the leading edge of the bars and of a beveled trailing edge.
The head losses were shown to increase significantly when the transversal supports were included.
However, using a profiled girder reduced this effect compared to the U-shaped girder. The head loss
formula was therefore upgraded to integrate the modeling of transversal supports and new bar shape
coefficients. These contributions to the formula would help the hydropower producer rigorously
assess the head losses of inclined trash racks in the case of low bar spacing and to choose the most
cost-efficient bar shape and support profile. In the future, it will be interesting to verify the modeling
of the head losses in real sites and to evaluate the consequences of the bar profile on clogging.
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Abbreviations

The following notations are used in this manuscript:
Ai Bar shape coefficient (-)
b Bar thickness (m)
p Bar depth (m)
B Channel width (m)
e Bar spacing (m)
h Projection of the support diagonal (m)
g Gravitation acceleration (ms−2)
H1, H2 Upstream and downstream head water (m)
Og Blockage ratio due to the bars (-)
Osp Blockage ratio due to the spacing bars (-)
Osupport Blockage ratio due to the supports (-)
V1, V2 Upstream and downstream velocities (ms−1)
β Angle of inclination (◦)
Kb Ratio of the bars (-)
Kβ Ratio of the angle of inclination (-)
KU−support U-shaped support coefficient (-)
KPro f iled−support Profiled support coefficient (-)
ξbars Head loss coefficient due to the bars (-)
ξspacers Head loss coefficient due to the spacers (-)
ξsupport Head loss coefficient due to the supports (-)
ξtotal Total head loss coefficient (-)

Appendix A

Table A1. Measured head loss coefficient (ξmeasured) as a function of the bar shapes, the bar spacing (e),
and the angle of inclination (β).

Bar Shape Droplet Plétina Tadpole 8 Tadpole 10

β(◦)
e (mm) 20.2 30.8 17.2 27.8 18.2 28.8 18.2 28.8

ξ m
ea

su
re

d

15 0.44 0.46 0.37 0.34 0.54 0.44 0.36 0.44
25 0.43 0.30 0.43 0.29 0.28 0.10 0.41 0.29
35 0.51 0.38 0.56 0.37 0.37 0.20 0.46 0.32
45 0.71 0.52 0.75 0.52 0.48 0.32 0.62 0.46
60 0.88 0.60 0.98 0.64 0.53 0.43 0.77 0.54
90 1.21 0.81 1.32 0.85 0.66 0.47 1.04 0.67

Table A2. Measured head loss coefficient (ξmeasured) with (1 or 2) the U-shaped or profiled shape
support or without support as a function of the bar shape (PR or PH), the bar spacing (e), and the angle
of inclination (β).

ξ m
ea

su
re

d

β(◦)

Support Shape Without With 1 U-Shaped With 2 U-Shaped With Profiled Shape

e (mm)
Bar Profile PR PH PR PH PR PH PR PH

15
10 0.71 0.58 2.43 2.24 3.08 2.90 0.82 0.70
15 0.56 0.55 1.75 1.44 2.75 2.87 0.69 0.64

25 10 0.56 0.50 1.51 1.36 2.20 2.02 0.66 0.55
15 0.45 0.63 1.23 1.37 1.93 1.81 0.53 0.66

35 10 0.75 0.44 1.49 1.28 - - 0.79 0.45
15 0.53 0.43 1.37 1.18 - - 0.58 0.50

45 10 0.93 0.54 1.61 1.16 - - 0.96 0.64
15 0.61 0.36 1.21 0.98 - - 0.64 0.44

60 10 1.17 0.63 1.63 0.99 - - 1.22 0.71
15 0.74 0.47 1.14 0.82 - - 0.75 0.50

90
10 1.53 0.75 2.00 1.06 - - 1.70 0.89
15 0.88 0.54 1.27 0.78 - - 0.97 0.63
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